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THE LITTLE MERMAID

By LANE RIOSLEY

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

SEA-GRANDMOTHER
BLUE DOLPHIN
GREEN DOLPHIN
LITTLE MERMAID
VAGUE MERMAID
LOFTY MERMAID
ROUND SAILOR
TALL SAILOR
PRINCE
SEASHELL GIRL
BIG TOADY
LITTLE TOADY
TREES
SEA-WITCH
PAGE
NOTE:  For suggestions on producing this show with a cast of six, 
please see PRODUCTION NOTES at the back of the playbook.

SETTING
The stage is bare except for two poles set in the CENTER, about 20 
feet from each other. Several cloth sails are wrapped around the poles. 
Pegs stud these poles all around and up and down. Hanging from the 
pegs are long strands of seaweed in watercolor hues of red and blue 
with tiny gold fruit in bunches.
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1

THE LITTLE MERMAID

The SEA-GRANDMOTHER ENTERS wearing a long gown of icy blue 
washed with gray. The gown train ends in a fi lmy fi sh tail which she 
carries behind her hooked to one wrist. Her walk is fl uid, every gesture 
and step fl owing into another, like Tai Chi. ALL SEA FOLK move in this 
connected, slow, dance-like manner.
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  There is a place at the bottom of the sea, far, 

far away, where the water is as clear as crystal and long trees grow, 
trees made all of seaweed. So deep below, the sounds from above 
are like distant music, and the tides are slow and gentle, making 
the sea trees wave back and forth as if they are blown by a gentle 
wind. (WATER MUSIC. DOLPHINS ENTER dressed in silver-gray and 
wearing snouted helmets. They move with smooth, quick movements. 
They make dolphin noises and take the ends of the seaweed and 
wave them in time to the MUSIC.) Here lives the Grandmother of the 
Sea—a mermaid who is very old and wise. She is very proud of 
her noble rank, so she wears 12 oysters on her tail instead of six, 
like all the other nobles. (Smiles conspiratorially.) If only you could 
travel to the place at the bottom of the sea, you would behold all 
this! Most wonderful of all, you would observe fi ve distant towers 
all made of pink and white coral with a roof of seashells that 
opens and closes with the tides. Here live the youngest mermaids, 
and here is where they play. (MERMAIDS ENTER. The tallest one 
is holding a fl ag of sheer fabric cutout fi sh, which fl utter as she 
runs. DOLPHINS watch, smiling and bobbing. The MERMAIDS chase 
the fi sh, ducking in and out of the seaweed in smooth, swimming 
movements. MUSIC FADES OUT.)

LITTLE MERMAID:  I can’t catch them!
VAGUE MERMAID:  (Laughs.) They are so pretty!
LOFTY MERMAID:  And too smart for us!
BLUE DOLPHIN:  (Darts in front of the MERMAIDS and laughs.) Ha-ha! 

([NOTE:  It is up to the director whether to speak or sing the rhyming 
lines throughout the show.])
Dolphin, Dolphin in the seaweed,
Dolphin in the sea!
Dolphin, I can see you hiding,
Dolphin, follow me! (Taps VAGUE MERMAID on the head and darts 
around as she tries to catch him. BLUE DOLPHIN ducks back and 
forth, taps her on the back and laughs.)

VAGUE MERMAID:  Mermaid, mermaid in the seaweed,
Mermaid in the sea,
Mermaid, I can see you hiding,
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Mermaid, follow me! (Taps GREEN DOLPHIN on the head and dashes 
around dodging and hiding until the DOLPHIN catches her.)

LITTLE MERMAID:  He’s too fast for you.
VAGUE MERMAID:  I let him catch me.
LITTLE MERMAID:  You say that every time.
DOLPHINS:  Ha-ha! (GREEN DOLPHIN takes the fi sh fl ag and teases the 

MERMAIDS a bit, then dashes OFF.)
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  And where have you been, grandchildren?
LITTLE MERMAID:  Grandmother! We have been playing with the 

dolphins.
VAGUE MERMAID:  Hello, Grandmother.
LOFTY MERMAID:  Did you see me? I nearly caught those fi sh!
VAGUE MERMAID/LITTLE MERMAID:  You did not!
LOFTY MERMAID:  Almost!
VAGUE MERMAID:  You just think you’re the fastest because you’re 

the longest!
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  Now, children.
LITTLE MERMAID:  You know, if you just stay very still, the fi sh will 

come up to you.
LOFTY MERMAID:  I don’t believe that!
LITTLE MERMAID:  Watch! (Moves a distance away and holds out one 

hand. A RED FISH on a long wire pole, operated by either DOLPHIN, 
ENTERS and “swims” over to the LITTLE MERMAID. It jumps back, 
then swims cautiously up to her hand and rests there.)

VAGUE MERMAID:  Well!
LITTLE MERMAID:  You see?
LOFTY MERMAID:  Let me try that! (Shoves out her hand, startling the 

RED FISH, which darts away and EXITS.) It’s a trick! You’ve trained 
that fi sh!

LITTLE MERMAID:  (Laughs.) No, really I haven’t!
VAGUE MERMAID:  Let me try! (Stands with one hand extended, and 

the RED FISH ENTERS cautiously, swimming all around her. Finally 
it rests in her hand. She can’t stand it. She giggles, and the FISH 
swims OFF.) It tickled my hand!

LOFTY MERMAID:  (Really can’t stand it now.) Let me try again! (Stands 
with her hand outstretched, and the RED FISH ENTERS, swimming 
around her. It swims all around her hand and fi nally swims up to her 
face. It bounces off her head once and darts OFF.) Ow! It bit me!

VAGUE MERMAID:  It was just playing a game with you!
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LOFTY MERMAID:  I don’t like that game!
LITTLE MERMAID:  I think you scared it away.
LOFTY MERMAID:  I still say you trained it! (LITTLE MERMAID and 

VAGUE MERMAID laugh.)
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  Children! Children!
LITTLE MERMAID:  Yes, Grandmother?
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  Now, let us be quiet together. Tell me about 

your gardens.
LOFTY MERMAID:  My garden is the best. I have planted my garden to 

look like a whale.
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  A whale?!
LOFTY MERMAID:  Yes! I planted anemones and ocean bluebells.
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  How wonderful!
VAGUE MERMAID:  Grandmother, I planted my garden round like the 

sun!
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  Like the sun?
VAGUE MERMAID:  Yes! Round and big and purple!
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  Purple?
VAGUE MERMAID:  Purple just like the sun! See? (Points upward.) How 

bright and purple the sun is today!
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  You know, in the land above, the sun is bright 

yellow and white.
VAGUE MERMAID:  Yellow and white? (Looks up.)
LOFTY MERMAID:  But it’s purple! Anyone can see that!
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  Don’t you remember when it was your time to 

go to the land above the water?
LOFTY MERMAID:  Yes, of course.
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  And you did go?
LOFTY MERMAID: (Speaks poetically.) I did just as you told me, naturally.

I went alone and swam above the sea.
I crawled up to the shore and on the sands…

LITTLE MERMAID:  The shore?
LOFTY MERMAID:  Remember your sea-ography?

The shore is where the water ends.
LITTLE MERMAID:  It ends?!
LOFTY MERMAID:

The water ends upon the shore where sand begins.
Since you have never been above the sea
You wouldn’t know, you couldn’t know, of course.
You haven’t been above the sea… like me.

For preview only
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LITTLE MERMAID:  Sister, you have told me that you went above
The sea and how you went above the sea,
But now, please, tell me what it was you saw
Above the sea, exactly.

LOFTY MERMAID:
Well, you see, the sea just ended where the sky began…

LITTLE MERMAID:  The sky? The sky? What is the sky?
LOFTY MERMAID:  The sky—
VAGUE MERMAID:  I remember very well!

Clearly, clearly!
Absolutely!
Sunset when the sky was red,
Feathered fi sh in the hair…
Fair, bear, care, air.
Birds swimming in the air!
Swimming to the fl uffy prouds…
Louds, crowds, bowds, clouds!

LITTLE MERMAID:  Please, sister, tell me more!
It all sounds so glorious!
Are there people just like us?

VAGUE MERMAID:  White and fl uffy fl oating clouds!
Drifting low across the band…
Stand, hand, grand, land!
Houses sitting on the land!
People running on the more…
Core, four, bore…

ALL:  Shore!
VAGUE MERMAID:  (Miffed.) Don’t need prompting. I remember. Thank 

you!
LITTLE MERMAID:  Oh, I suppose you cannot tell me what it all looked 

like, not really.
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  The world above is a wonderful place. When you 

are old enough, you’ll go above… (LITTLE MERMAID starts to protest.) 
…and not before. Now, tell me about your garden, little one.

LITTLE MERMAID:  (Looks up, wistfully.) My garden is red. All planted 
in red, with red fl owers that wave back and forth in the currents. 
There are white stones in the garden, smooth and round. Above, my 
garden grows a water willow tree. Rose red, with a purple shadow 
and long branches reaching out in the water. And a boy.

SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  A boy?
LITTLE MERMAID:  Oh! He is only made of stone! White stone! He is a 

statue, really. I found him on the ocean fl oor.
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VAGUE MERMAID:  A statue?
LOFTY MERMAID:  A boy?
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  With legs?
LITTLE MERMAID:  Yes.
VAGUE MERMAID:  Legs!
LOFTY MERMAID:  In her garden!
LITTLE MERMAID:  It’s just a statue.
LOFTY MERMAID:  Land people live above for a reason.
VAGUE MERMAID:  Land people have legs for a reason.
LOFTY MERMAID:  Merfolk have tails for a reason!
VAGUE MERMAID:  In her garden!
LOFTY MERMAID:  Imagine! (They giggle.)
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  What is it about this statue, little one? Why 

place it in your garden?
LITTLE MERMAID:  It looked so very lonely, lying there inside a ship. 

I thought, “If I take it to my garden and make it mine, it will never 
be lonely again!”

SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  Ah, and did that work?
LITTLE MERMAID:  No. I’m afraid the statue is still lonely. It has legs, 

and legs do not belong on the bottom of the sea.
VAGUE MERMAID:  It’s only a statue!
LOFTY MERMAID:  Anyway, people with legs look funny! They look 

like… like lobsters or shrimp!
VAGUE MERMAID:  They wobble, wobble, wobble on their legs! 

(Wobbles, laughing. LOFTY MERMAID joins in.)
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  People of the land can still swim with those 

legs, you know! (Laughter stops.) Oh, yes!
VAGUE MERMAID:  They… they wouldn’t come down here, would they?
LOFTY MERMAID:  (Looks around.) They can’t swim this far!
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  They can swim, but not this far.
VAGUE MERMAID:  No, they must stay near the surface of the water.
LOFTY MERMAID:  They need air to breathe.
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  Only one way can people with legs come to the 

bottom of the sea — when they drown.
LITTLE MERMAID:  W-what is… drown?
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  That is when people with legs try to breathe 

water and cannot. They die.
VAGUE MERMAID:  Little sister, you must satisfy yourself with watching 

land people from afar.
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LITTLE MERMAID:  Grandmother, don’t you think I am old enough to 
see for myself what is in the land above?

LOFTY MERMAID:  You are too fascinated, really! (Giggles.)
VAGUE MERMAID:  Well, no, I… it’s just that— What was I going to 

say?
LOFTY MERMAID:  Don’t ask before it’s time, my dear! It just isn’t done! 

(Both SISTERS giggle and EXIT with mocking backward glances.)
LITTLE MERMAID:  Honestly, I do feel as if I am old enough. Perhaps?
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  Perhaps. With three conditions.

Condition One:
Do not be seen by humankind,
Do not be seen at all.
For legend has it, humankind
Will cause the mermaid’s fall.
Condition Two:
Do not be touched by human hands,
Do not let them touch you!
It is foretold, at human touch,
Disaster will ensue!
Condition Three:
Do not go on the sandy beach,
Do not go to explore!
Tales are told how mermaids die
When trapped upon the shore!

LITTLE MERMAID:  I will do as you ask, Sea-Grandmother. I will be very, 
very careful.

SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  (Claps her hands. DOLPHINS ENTER.) Here 
are your guides. (To DOLPHINS.) All right, you two! (DOLPHINS act 
respectfully, as well as dolphins can.) I charge you both with the 
safety of my little one! Watch her and guard her well, or you will 
both answer for it. (Hands LITTLE MERMAID a strand of oysters and 
pearls.) Here are your ornaments to show your royal rank. (Places 
them around the LITTLE MERMAID’S neck.)

LITTLE MERMAID:  Thank… oh, they are very heavy.
SEA-GRANDMOTHER:  Symbols of royalty always are heavy and 

uncomfortable. In the world above, it is the time known as winter. 
You may see strange things such as snow, and the trees may 
not have leaves. The world above changes often, and you never 
know what to expect. Now go, and be careful up there! (EXITS 
with a fl ourish. LITTLE MERMAID begins to “swim.” MUSIC FANFARE. 
DOLPHINS EXIT and RE-ENTER with long strips of blue and gray 
gossamer fabric mounted on rods which they wave like fl ags. These 
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“water fl ags” are kept in constant motion, weaving in dance patterns 
as the LITTLE MERMAID works her way to the surface, “swimming” 
through the fabric trail left by the fl ags.)

BLUE DOLPHIN:  Swim up to the world above!
DOLPHINS:  Swim, mermaid, swim!
GREEN DOLPHIN:  Swim up to the land of sky!
DOLPHINS:  Swim, mermaid, swim!
BLUE DOLPHIN:  Swim up to the yellow sun.

Land where feathered fi shes fl y!
DOLPHINS:  Swim, mermaid, swim!
GREEN DOLPHIN:  Swim up to the fl oating clouds,

Where the shore meets sea and land,
Where the water touches sand!

DOLPHINS:  Swim, mermaid, swim!
BLUE DOLPHIN:  Swim with us up to the ships,

Wooden castles under sail,
Floating houses, tall and frail!

DOLPHINS:  Swim, mermaid, swim!
LITTLE MERMAID:  Ships that sail upon the sea!
DOLPHINS:  Swim, mermaid, swim!
LITTLE MERMAID:  Swim where people walk on legs!
DOLPHINS:  Swim, mermaid, swim!
LITTLE MERMAID:  I can see… I can see lights… and… (WATER MUSIC. 

DOLPHINS grasp the fabric between them like a cat’s cradle. LITTLE 
MERMAID pushes against the web of fabric. Finally the “waters part,” 
throwing the DOLPHINS aside, and the LITTLE MERMAID breaks the 
surface. Gasps as she breathes air for the fi rst time. MUSIC FADES 
OUT.) Oh! Oh…

BLUE DOLPHIN:  Ha!
GREEN DOLPHIN:  Ha-ha!
LITTLE MERMAID:  This… this is the sky?
DOLPHINS:  Ha-ha!
LITTLE MERMAID:  I can breathe… but it feels so strange! What… I 

feel something on my face, not like water…
BLUE DOLPHIN:  Wind!
LITTLE MERMAID:  Wind?
GREEN DOLPHIN:  Air—
LITTLE MERMAID:  And the sky is so… I don’t have any names for 

anything.

End of Script Sample
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES
ONSTAGE:  Two poles with pegs attached, long strands of seaweed, tiny 

gold fruit in bunches, several sails wound around poles.
BROUGHT ON:

Flag of sheer cutout fabric fi sh (LOFTY MERMAID)
Red fi sh on long wire pole (BLUE DOLPHIN)
Necklace of oyster shells and pearls (SEA-GRANDMOTHER)
Long strips of blue and gray gossamer fabric mounted on rods 

(BLUE DOLPHIN, GREEN DOLPHIN)
Rope (ROUND SAILOR)
Compass (PRINCE)
Fabric painted with seashells (GREEN DOLPHIN)
Basket of seashells (SEASHELL GIRL)
Doorframe of bones, extra bones, wicked-looking sea plants (BIG 

TOADY, LITTLE TOADY)
Box containing vials and a cup (LITTLE TOADY)
Silver tray with card (PAGE)

SOUND EFFECTS
Thunder, water music, ominous music for the sea-witch, sailor music, 
princely music, royal fanfare

FOR A SMALLER CAST
Actress One:  LITTLE MERMAID
Actress Two:  SEA-GRANDMOTHER/SEA-WITCH
Actress Three:  LOFTY MERMAID/TALL SAILOR/SEASHELL GIRL/BIG 

TOADY
Actor One:  BLUE DOLPHIN/PRINCE
Actor Two:  GREEN DOLPHIN/PAGE
Actor Three:  VAGUE MERMAID/ROUND SAILOR/LITTLE TOADY
The TREES, which are non-speaking roles, may be played by EXTRAS or 
by any of the actors who are not on stage when the TREES are.
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We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267
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